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Koingo Announces Project Canvas 1.0 - A Presentation Tool
Published on 08/07/09
Koingo Software is pleased to introduce Project Canvas 1.0 for Mac OS X and Windows.
Project Canvas is a multimedia presentation tool, much like industry giant PowerPoint, but
comes at the fraction of the cost. Create click-by-click adventure games, interactive
tutorials, storybooks, school presentations, and more. Sporting a cross-platform
compatible file format, Project Canvas files can also contain an unlimited number of cards
and buttons.
Kamloops, British Columbia - Koingo Software is pleased to introduce Project Canvas! It is
a multimedia presentation tool, much like industry giant PowerPoint (or for those two
remember it: HyperCard), but comes at the fraction of the cost. Create click-by-click
adventure games, interactive tutorials, storybooks, school presentations, and more!
Sporting a cross-platform compatible file format, Project Canvas files can also contain an
unlimited number of cards and buttons. Buttons can perform a variety of actions from
getting and setting variables, playing movies, and transitioning between cards with visual
effects to playing sounds, playing music, speaking text, prompting the user for feedback
and numerous other options.
One of the most versatile features of Project Canvas is the ability to export a Stand
Alone copy of a stack. The stack will be exported as an executable file that can be run
without having to have Project Canvas installed! In addition, specify special kiosk-style
features like hiding the menubar or making the stack run full screen.
Project Canvas is shareware, and can be downloaded for a free 15 day trial from our web
site. Licenses are $29.95 (USD) to unlock the full version. Mac OS X 10.4 or later, or
Windows XP or later, is required to use the software.
Utility Package owners can upgrade their Utility Package to include Project Canvas for
only $9.95 (USD) via the Upgrades section of our store. More information about our Utility
Package - a bundle which includes all 17 Koingo software titles for only $79.95 - can be
found on our web site.
Project Canvas:
http://www.koingosw.com/products/projectcanvas.php
Download for Mac:
http://www.koingosw.com/downloads/macintosh/project_canvas.dmg
Download for Windows:
http://www.koingosw.com/downloads/windows/project_canvas.exe
Purchase:
http://www.koingosw.com/store.php?product=39&license=single
Screenshot:
http://www.koingosw.com/products/previews/projectcanvas_fullscaled.jpg

Located in Kamloops, British Columbia, Koingo Software has been providing digital
solutions for businesses and individuals since 1994. Our award-winning software is now
installed on thousands of personal computers worldwide - seamlessly integrating with a
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modern lifestyle.
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